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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel sequence verification
task that aims to distinguish positive video pairs performing
the same action sequence from negative ones with step-level
transformations but still conducting the same task. Such a
challenging task resides in an open-set setting without prior
action detection or segmentation that requires event-level
or even frame-level annotations. To that end, we carefully
reorganize two publicly available action-related datasets
with step-procedure-task structure. To fully investigate the
effectiveness of any method, we collect a scripted video
dataset enumerating all kinds of step-level transformations
in chemical experiments. Besides, a novel evaluation met-
ric Weighted Distance Ratio is introduced to ensure equiva-
lence for different step-level transformations during evalua-
tion. In the end, a simple but effective baseline based on the
transformer encoder with a novel sequence alignment loss
is introduced to better characterize long-term dependency
between steps, which outperforms other action recognition
methods. Codes and data will be released1.

1. Introduction

In recent years, short-form videos filming people’s daily
life widely disseminated on social media, which leads to the
spurt of activity videos and greatly facilitated the research
on video understanding [6, 14, 32, 55, 69, 85] as well. One
can see from these videos that most daily activities are ac-
complished by serial steps instead of a single step. Such se-
quential steps form a procedure of which key-steps obey in-
trinsic consistency, while different participants may accom-
plish the same activity by different procedures with step-
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Figure 1. Comparison between traditional action tasks and se-
quence verification. (a) Action recognition datasets generally con-
sist of various action categories containing videos; (b) Results
of action detection methods on different datasets in recent years.
[a/b] means the corresponding dataset contains a action classes
and b action instances per video; (c) Sequence verification dataset
aims to verify the procedures in the same task. Cross-task verifi-
cation is dropped due to its simplicity.

level divergence, as shown in Figure 1 (c). In this paper, we
advocate a novel action task sequence verification which
intends to verify whether the procedures in two videos are
step-level consistent, which can be applied to multiple po-
tential tasks such as instructional training and performance
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scoring. To better demonstrate this task, we define related
terms specifically. Step: a human-action or human-object-
interaction atomic unit that is always labeled by a verb, a
noun, and even prepositions, e.g., ’remove the old wrapper’;
procedure: a sequence of steps performed in the chronolog-
ical order to accomplish a certain goal, e.g., ’remove the
old wrapper - wrap with the new wrapper’; task: an activ-
ity that needs to be accomplished within a defined period of
time or by a deadline, e.g., ’Rewrap battery’ and ’Change
the car tire’ in COIN. We note that a task can be accom-
plished by various procedures; video: each video performs
one procedure of a certain task; P/N pairs: two videos per-
forming an identical procedure form a positive pair, while
those performing different procedures from the same task
form a negative pair.

Why do we need sequence verification? Traditional ac-
tion tasks such as action recognition [52,90,104], action lo-
calization [11, 50, 75] and action segmentation [24, 47, 100]
have achieved significant progress due to the development
of CNN as well as recently prevalent visual transformer
[20]. However, most of these tasks follow a close-set set-
ting with a limitation of predefined categories, illustrated
in Figure 1 (a). Besides, accurate annotations of steps in
numerous videos are extremely time-consuming and labor-
intensive, followed by boundary ambiguities that have been
studied in recent work [46, 72, 85, 107] though. However,
our proposed sequence verification task circumvents both
of these problems by verifying any video pair according to
their distance in embedding space. In this way, the sequence
verification task neither requires the predefined labels nor
consumes the intensive step annotations, which can easily
handle the open-set setting.

As shown in Figure 1 (c), our proposed sequence ver-
ification aims to verify those procedures with semantic-
similar steps rather than being associated with totally ir-
relevant tasks, which enables it to concentrate more on
action step association rather than background distinction.
Thus, an appropriate dataset is crucial to perform this task
well. However, existing trimmed video datasets such as
UCF101 [82], Kinetics [10], and Moments in Time [59] etc.
are leveraged to carry out single-label action recognition.
On the other hand, untrimmed video datasets like EPIC-
KITCHENS [15], Breakfast [43], Hollywood Extended [7],
ActivityNet [8] provide videos composed by multiple sub-
actions and the corresponding step annotations, but they do
not collect videos that especially performs similar or iden-
tical procedures. Thus, they cannot be used directly for se-
quence verification. To this end, we rearrange some datasets
such as COIN [85] and Diving48 [51] where each task con-
tains multiple videos recording different procedures, and
each video has step-level annotations. Generally, videos
with the same procedure are assigned to an individual cate-
gory for training. Positive pairs and negative ones for test-

ing are collected within the same procedure and cross dif-
ferent procedures in the same task, respectively. It should
be noticed that these unscripted videos in the same proce-
dure could be with a large appearance variance due to back-
ground divergence and personal preference, which makes
sequence verification more challenging. Apart from that,
we introduce a scripted filming dataset performing chem-
ical procedures, where it includes all kinds of step-level
transformations such as deletions, additions, and order ex-
changes. Thus, the effectiveness of any algorithm can be
well justified by this newly proposed dataset. Additionally,
since more step transformations may lead to larger feature
distances which is unfair compared to less ones, we intro-
duce a new evaluation metric Weighted Distance Ratio to
make sure that every negative pair will be counted equally
regardless of its step-level difference during evaluation.

As an unprecedented task, sequence verification may be
solved by off-the-shelf action detectors [10,13,25,30,39,49,
57,62–64,77,83,84,94,96]. However, their performance on
Charades [78] or AVA [32], shown in Figure 1 (b), is not sat-
isfactory to conduct step-level detection before verification.
Although [3, 5, 11, 28, 53, 54, 74, 75, 91, 95–97, 99, 101, 102]
perform well on ActivityNet [8] or THUMOS14 [38], it
lacks persuasion since the two datasets either contain a few
action classes or action instances per video. Thus, we intro-
duce a simple but effective baseline CosAlignment Trans-
former (abbreviated as CAT), which leverages 2D convolu-
tion to extract discriminative features from sampled frames
and utilizes a transformer encoder to model inter-step tem-
poral correlation in a video clip. Whereas representing the
whole video with multiple steps as a single feature vector
may lose information corresponding to the order of steps
in a procedure. Thus, we introduce a sequence alignment
loss that aligns each step in a positive video pair via the co-
sine similarities between two videos. The results show that
our proposed method significantly outperforms other action
recognition methods in the sequence verification task.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

i) Problem setting: We propose a new task, sequence
verification. To our knowledge, this is the first task focusing
on procedure-level verification between videos.

ii) Benchmark: We rearrange two unscripted video
datasets with significant diversity and propose a new
scripted dataset with multiple step-level transformations to
support this task. Moreover, a new evaluation metric is in-
troduced especially for this novel task.

iii) Technical contributions: We propose a simple but
effective baseline that contains a transformer encoder to ex-
plicitly model the correlations between steps. Besides, a
sequence alignment loss is introduced to improve the sen-
sitivity to step disorder and absence. This novel baseline
significantly outperforms other action recognition methods.
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Dataset # Tasks # Videos # Steps # Procedures # Split Videos # Split Samples
COIN-SV 36 2,114 749 37 / 268 / 285 1,221 / 451 / 442 21,741 / 1,000 / 400
Diving48-SV 1 16,997 24 20 / 20 / 8 6,035 / 7,938 / 3,024 50,000 / 1,000 / 400
CSV 14 1,940 106 45 / 25 / - 901 / 1,039 / - 8,531 / 1,000 / -

Table 1. The statistical information of three datasets. It is listed with an order of training, testing, and validation.

2. Related Work

Action Tasks. Traditional action-related tasks such as ac-
tion recognition, action detection, and action segmenta-
tion have been greatly developed due to the advances in
CNNs. i) As a means of general video representation, deep-
learning-based action recognition can be generally sum-
marized to stream-based methods [10, 12, 17, 19, 26, 52, 65,
79,87,88,90,104] and skeleton-based [21,80,92,98] meth-
ods. Both kinds of methods aim to produce a feature repre-
sentation for each trimmed video, to which a video-level la-
bel over predefined action categories is predicted according.
ii) To seek the interested sub-actions in untrimmed videos,
action detection [13, 25, 39, 53, 54, 57, 62–64, 83, 96, 103]
are proposed to detect the start and end of sub-action in-
stances and predict their categories. iii) To conduct dense
action predictions in untrimmed videos, action segmen-
tation is designed to label each frame including back-
ground in videos. With dense annotations, fully-supervised
methods [23, 48, 58, 66, 68, 73, 75, 99] rely on sliding win-
dows, Markov models, or temporal convolutional networks
to model the temporal relations. However, dense annota-
tions in videos require expensive human-labors as well as
consume much time, though the weakly-supervised meth-
ods [7, 18, 36, 45, 67] with order labels of actions only have
achieved satisfactory performance. Last but not least, it still
remains a concern if these action-related tasks are able to
generalize well to unknown classes in the wild. Different
from them, our task has no restriction during inference, so
it can easily tackle an open-set setting.
Video datasets. Multiple existing video datasets [1, 8, 15,
31,40,41,44,60,78,82] have being dominated on video un-
derstanding during a long period. To begin with, HMDB51
[44] and UCF101 [82] that contains 51 and 101 classes of
actions, respectively, are introduced for action recognition.
Next, Something-Something [31] collects 147 classes of in-
teractions between humans and objects in daily life. In ad-
dition, ActivityNet [8] and Kinetics [41] collect videos from
YouTube and builds large-scale action recognition datasets.
Other datasets for instructional video summarization and
analysis [68,81,85] that are annotated with texts and tempo-
ral boundaries of a series of steps, contributes to the under-
standing of language and vision. EPIC-KITCHENS dataset
[15] collects the human actions such as washing glass or
cutting bell pepper in kitchen scenes and targets at the first-
person perspective to reflect people’s goals and motivations.

remove the old 
rearview mirror

reinstall the  
rearview mirror

Task143:
ReplaceRearviewMirrorGlass

COIN-SV

Diving48-SV

CSV

Back 15som 05Twis FREE

take up 
the jar

uncover 
the jar cap

pour 
the jar

cover the jar 
with the jar cap

put down 
the jar

Figure 2. Dataset illustration. COIN-SV contains 36 daily life
tasks such as ’Replace rearview mirror glass’, ’Make burger’, lead-
ing to high background diversity. Diving48-SV and CSV con-
sist of videos in the diving competition and chemical experiments
scene, respectively. Every video in three datasets is categorized by
the sequence of steps it performs, as known as the procedure in the
video. Note that only COIN-SV provides temporal annotation for
steps, while Diving48-SV and CSV only provide the procedure-
level annotation for each video.

Instructional videos analysis. Instructional videos are
generally accompanied with explanations such as audio or
narrations matching the timestamps of sequential actions
which has attracted the research interest in the video un-
derstanding community. For instance, step localization
[58, 85, 105] as well as action segmentation [27, 29, 61, 85]
in instructional videos have been widely studied in the early
stage. With the growing attention paid to this research topic,
various kinds of tasks related to instructional videos have
been proposed, e.g., video captioning [37,56,86,105] which
generates the description of a video based on the actions and
events, visual grounding [35,76] which locates the target in
an image according to the language description, and proce-
dure learning [2,22,27,71,72,105] which extracts key-steps.

3. Data Preparation

Due to the intrinsic step-procedure-task structure in the
publicly available datasets COIN [85], and Diving48 [51],
we reorganize these two datasets to support our proposed
sequence verification task focusing on verifying various
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step-level transformations. However, the procedures in the
same task may lack enough diversity in these datasets to
fully verify the effectiveness of our proposed method for
sequence verification. Thus, we collect a novel scripted
dataset, Chemical Sequence Verification, enumerating all
kinds of procedures in the same task, which will be intro-
duced later. The statistics of these three datasets can be
found in Table 1. We visualize some samples in Figure 2.

The rest of this section introduces the common structure,
specific processing and basic information of these datasets.

3.1. Common Structure

As shown in Figure 1 (c), each dataset used in this pa-
per contains videos completing various tasks, e.g., the orig-
inal COIN dataset contains 180 tasks common in daily life.
In practice, each individual task can be accomplished by
different procedures of which steps as atomic actions still
obey certain orders. Meanwhile, the steps of two proce-
dures with different task-orientations will not overlap each
other at most times. Thus, we will not introduce sequence
verification cross tasks to ensure the challenge.

3.2. COIN-SV

COIN [85] is a comprehensive instructional video
dataset that contains 180 tasks such as ’Replace the door
knob’, ’Change the car tire’, and ’Install a ceiling fan’. This
recently proposed dataset is quite challenging due to its
background diversity and even significant distinctions be-
tween videos of the same procedures, which benefits our
proposed sequence verification task. In total, it contains
11827 videos over 4715 procedures, which means COIN
is followed by a long-tail distribution where most proce-
dures have one or two videos only. To facilitate the classi-
fier training, we preserve 36 tasks that contains at least one
procedure with more than 20 videos and discard the other
tasks. Procedures with more than 20 videos are used for
training, and the rest are assigned to the validation and test-
ing sets randomly. Since the original split in this dataset is
reorganized, we name it COIN-SV.

3.3. Diving48-SV

Diving48 [51] dataset records diving competition videos
with 48 kinds of diving procedures standardized by the
international federation FINA, which consists of around
18,000 trimmed videos. Each diving procedure is a sub-
action sequence of one-step takeoff, two-step movements
in flight, and one-step entry. In total, 16997 videos over 48
procedures are publicly available up to now. Obviously, this
dataset is less challenging than COIN due to its dual back-
ground including a board, a pool, and spectators and less
step-level divergence. We assign 20, 8, 20 procedures for
the training, validation, and testing sets, respectively. Simi-
lar to COIN-SV, we name it Diving48-SV.

3.4. Chemical Sequence Verification

Since the videos in COIN-SV and Diving48-SV are gath-
ered from the internet, it is difficult to include all kinds of
step-level transformations without predefined scripts, which
is crucial for the sequence verification task. To this end, we
collect a new dataset named Chemical Sequence Verifica-
tion (CSV) containing videos with all kinds of step-level
transformations such as deletions, additions, and order ex-
changes. Concretely, volunteers from an egocentric per-
spective are asked to conduct chemical experiments with
predefined scripts. In a word, the CSV dataset includes 14
tasks, and each consists of 5 procedures. We select 45 pro-
cedures for training and 25 procedures for testing. CSV
has no validation set due to its limited number of proce-
dures/videos. Data gathering process, video annotations,
and statistics information are available in the supplemen-
tary material.

4. Method
Classical models for video action recognition [10,12,17,

19, 26, 65, 79, 87, 88, 90] aim to predict action categories
without paying attention to sub-action orders as many as
possible due to simple frame feature aggregation such as
pooling. Nevertheless, our task intends to verify two videos
with large as well as subtle step-level transformations. For
instance, a video performing A, then B, and finally C is
treated as a negative sample to another video carrying out A
and finally C, while both of them may be successfully pre-
dicted by a traditional action classifier. To fit our proposed
task, we introduce two remedies over the traditional action
classification during training: i) procedures rather than tasks
in the training set are regarded as training classes, in order to
enable the model to distinguish those procedures even with
tiny step-level transformations in the same task; ii) since
pooling over frame features may bring order insensitivity
to the model, we remain the temporal dimension without
any down-sampling operation and it is finally reshaped to
the channel dimension, followed by a fully-connected layer
with order-sensitivity.

4.1. Preliminary

For a certain dataset D = {(Vi, Si)}ni=1, a set of n video
clips V are given with corresponding procedure annotations
S. Here we do not use the timestamp annotations of
steps since action detectors will not be used in this pa-
per. We denote the model as f : R3×H×W×K → RC .
K is the number of sampled frames in a video. H and
W are frames’ height and width, respectively. C is the
total number of procedures in the training set. Following
the paradigm in face verification [4, 16, 70], we treat se-
quence verification as a multi-category classification task
during training, and videos performing the same procedure
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(a) Intra-step module

Feature map sequence

Linear Projection Layer

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Transformer Encoder

* 0

: Feature map+Position embedding
*  : extra learnable embedding

(b) Inter-step module

Classification
loss1

Sequence 
similarity matrix

Identity matrix

Sequence 
Alignment loss

frames 1

frames 2 Transformer Encoder

Classification
loss2

(c) Alignment module

flatten + FC

Embedding

(      )…

…

Backbone

Backbone

Figure 3. Pipeline overview. a) Applying a 2D backbone on the sampled frames (colored in the input frames) to capture features of
individual steps, which we called intra-step features. The output of this module is a sequence of feature maps that are temporally modeled
from the sampled frames. b) Applying a transformer encoder to aggregate the sequential feature maps. c) This module aims at imposing
the two sequences of feature maps to be matched.

are classified into the same category. In the testing phase,
we collect the videos from the same procedure to form pos-
itive pairs and the videos from different procedures but still
in the same task to form negative pairs. Then embedding
distance between two videos in a pair indicates the verifica-
tion score of this pair. The procedure classification loss Lcls
is as follows.

Lcls =

n∑
i=1

δ(f(Vi), Yi) (1)

where δ is the cross-entropy function, Yi is the C-dim one-
hot vector whose entry corresponding to Si is 1.

4.2. Baseline

We utilize a ResNet [34] backbone followed by a fully-
connected layer to aggregate temporal information and a
softmax classification layer as our baseline. Following TSN
[90], we divide each input video into K segments (K = 16
in our experiments). One frame in each segment is ran-
domly selected to form the input tensor x ∈ R3×H×W×K ,
which is fed into the backbone and outputs a tensor with a
shape of D × K where D is feature dimension. Then it is
flattened into a vector for order-sensitivity. Finally, a proce-
dure classifier with C categories is appended for training.

4.3. Transformer Encoder
Transformer [89] has achieved great success in Natural

Language Process and it has been applied in multiple com-
puter vision tasks such as image recognition [20, 93] and
object detection [9, 106]. To better characterize inter-step
correlations, we follow [20] and integrate the transformer

encoder into the backbone by replacing the global aver-
age pooling. As Figure 3 describes, we firstly flatten the
spatial feature maps and apply a trainable linear projection
layer on these flattened vectors, resulting in feature vectors
Ei ∈ RD , i = 1, 2, · · · ,K. Further, randomly initialized
position embedding is added to retain order information. In
conclusion, the input I of a standard transformer encoder is

I = [E1;E2; · · · ;EK ] +Epos,∈ RK×D. (2)

The output O ∈ RK×1024 is flattened and fed into a
fully-connected layer for a global representation of the input
video. We adopt the sequential features instead of the CLS
token since the former explicitly remains order information.

4.4. Sequence Alignment

So far, our proposed method aims to extract a global
video representation supervised by the procedure classifier.
However, the step order in a procedure is especially impor-
tant in sequence verification. To make sure two positive
procedures are step-level consistent, we propose a Sequence
Alignment loss that explicitly imposes feature consistency
step-by-step. Specifically, we extract the last spatial fea-
ture maps in the backbone and use global average pooling
to produce feature vectors for all the frames in a given pos-
itive pair (seq1, seq2), where seqi is the frame sequence
sampled from video i. Then cosine similarity is calculated
for all the frame pairs formed by the the two sequences, re-
sulting in a correlation matrix:

corrij =
f1i

∥f1i∥
·

fT
2j

∥f2j∥
, (3)
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where corrij denotes the similarity value at the i-th row and
the j-th column of the matrix corr, while f1i and f2j repre-
sent the i-th feature of seq1 and j-th feature of seq2, respec-
tively. Next, we perform a softmax function on each row of
the similarity matrix to produce corr1, whose i-th row is
composed of cosine similarities between the i-th feature of
seq1 and every feature of seq2. Similarly, we perform a
softmax function on each column of the similarity and pro-
duce corr2. We average these two matrices and denote the
result as corravg . The diagonal values of corravg are then
expected to be close to 1 while other values are expected
to be close to 0, since both corr1 and corr2 have been nor-
malized by softmax. In other words, we impose two videos
in a positive pair to be similar in the feature space frame-
by-frame, to some extent step-by-step. Mathematically, our
proposed Sequence Alignment loss Lseq can be defined as:

Lseq = ∥1− h(
corr1 + corr2

2
)∥1, (4)

where 1 is a vector whose entries are all one and h is a
function to extract the diagonal entries of a matrix.

4.5. Training Loss

Now, we train the network by the procedure classifica-
tion loss and the sequence alignment loss in an end-to-end
manner. Thus, the total loss L can be summarized:

L = Lcls + λLseq (5)

Here λ is a hyper-parameter and it sets to 1 by default.

4.6. Testing phase

During inference, the goal of sequence verification is to
distinguish positive pairs from negative pairs. We denote
each pair as Pi = (Vi1 , Vi2). The model takes each video
in Pj as input and produces one d-dimension visual em-
bedding before the classification layer, which is denoted by
f ′ : RK×H×W×3 → RD′

. Next, we calculate the normal-
ized Euclidean distance between the two procedures in the
embedding space and the verification score yi is defined:

di = g(f ′(Vi1), f
′(Vi2)) (6)

yi =

{
1, di ≤ τ,

0, otherwise.
(7)

where g is a function that does l2 normalization over two
embeddings firstly and then calculates their Euclidean dis-
tance, τ is a threshold to decide whether the procedures are
consistent. y = 1 means the procedures in two videos are
consistent, otherwise inconsistent.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Details

Datasets and setup. We conduct experiments on COIN-
SV, Diving48-SV, and CSV. The specific information of
each dataset is available in Section 3. Since this novel
task is proposed to solve the open-set setting, there exists
no procedure-level overlapping among the training, valida-
tion, and testing sets. However, step-level overlapping is
unavoidable since different procedures can still contain sev-
eral common steps.
Implementation Details. The ResNet-50 we employ is
pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [41] to avoid over-fitting, while
the new layers adopt Kaiming uniform initialization [33].
The experiments are conducted on 4 NVIDIA TITAN RTX
GPUs with batch size 16, a cosine learning rate scheduler
with a base learning rate of 0.0001, and weight decay 0.01.
Adam [42] is used to optimize the whole network. For effi-
ciency, we resize the raw images to 180 × 320. We also
leverage horizontal flip, cropping, and color jittering for
data augmentation. The feature dimension D′ before the
classifier layer is set to 128 for all experiments.
Baselines. Since we are the first to introduce the sequence
verification task, there are no existing methods that are spe-
cially designed for this task. Considering that we learn
video representation during training, which is similar to the
action recognition task, we compare our proposed method
with some advanced action recognition baselines: Random,
TSN [90], TRN [104], TSM [52], and Video Swin [55].
Evaluation Metrics. (1) AUC. We adopt the Area Un-
der ROC Curve (abbreviated as AUC) as one of the mea-
surements, which is commonly used to evaluate the per-
formance of face verification. Higher AUC denotes better
performance. (2) WDR. It is short for Weighted Distance
Ratio. To begin with, we calculate the mean embedding
distance per unit Levenshtein distance for negative pairs in
order to guarantee the equivalence of each pair during eval-
uation because larger step-level transformations always lead
to larger embedding distance, discussed in Section 5.5. The
mean embedding distance over positive pairs is then com-
puted. In the end, we use the ratio between negative dis-
tance and positive distance, namely the Weighted Distance
Ratio, as an indicator of performance for all methods. Obvi-
ously, its higher value means better performance the meth-
ods arrive at. Mathematically, we define WDR as:

WDR =

∑N
i=1 wdi/N∑P
j=1 dj/P

, (8)

where P and N are number of positives and negatives,
repectively. di and dj can be easily calculated by Equation
6. wdi is defined as:

wdi =
di
edi

(9)
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AUC / WDR
Method Pretrain #Param(M) COIN-SV Diving48-SV CSV

Val Test Val Test Test
Random - - 50.00 / - 50.00 / - 50.00 / - 50.00 / - 50.00 / -
TSN [90] K-400 22.67 53.38 / 0.3651 47.01 / 0.3999 91.00 / 1.0835 81.87 / 0.6707 59.85 / 0.3447
TRN [104] K-400 23.74 54.92 / 0.3665 57.19 / 0.3719 90.17 / 1.1438 80.69 / 0.5876 80.32 / 0.4677
TSM [52] K-400 22.67 52.12 / 0.2948 51.25 / 0.3872 89.41 / 1.0035 78.19 / 0.5531 62.38 / 0.3308
Swin [55] K-400 26.66 47.27 / 0.3895 43.70 / 0.3495 89.35 / 1.1066 73.10 / 0.5316 54.06 / 0.3141
CAT(ours) K-400 72.32 56.81 / 0.4005 51.13 / 0.4098 91.91 / 1.0642 83.11 / 0.6005 83.02 / 0.4193

Table 2. Comparison with action recognition methods on the validation and testing set of COIN-SV, Diving48-SV, and CSV dataset.

Dataset +TE +SA AUC (%) WDR

COIN-SV
52.31 0.3677

✓ 55.46 0.3839
✓ ✓ 56.81 0.4005

Diving48-SV
90.51 1.0093

✓ 90.91 1.0308
✓ ✓ 91.91 1.0642

CSV
81.97 0.4403

✓ 82.07 0.4193
✓ ✓ 83.02 0.4193

Table 3. Comparison between different model structures of our
method on the testing set of the CSV dataset.

where edi represents the text Levenshtein distance of pair
i. Levenshtein distance, defined as the minimum number of
operations required to transform one string into the other
can be used as a measurement of how different in terms of
steps two procedures are. More explanations and evalua-
tions can be found in Section 5.5.

5.2. Comparison of Different Methods

The quantitative results of all the methods on the three
datasets are shown in Table 2. We can find that our pro-
posed CAT exceeds all other baselines in most cases, eval-
uated on the AUC metric. It is worth noticing that CAT
does not achieve the best WDR in all datasets since the
best model is selected by the highest AUC in the valida-
tion set. Apart from that, AUC on COIN-SV is extremely
inferior compared to the other two datasets, which indicates
its significant challenge due to its complex background and
procedure diversity. Surprisingly, Video Swin Transformer
is inferior to other baselines. We conjecture that it suffers
from data insufficiency.

5.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the
transformer encoder (TE) and sequence alignment (SA)
module. The experiments are conducted on the testing set
of the CSV dataset if not specially stated. Specifically, we

CV

Variance: 36.8 Variance: 39.1

(a) ResNet-50 (b) ResNet-50+TE (c) ResNet-50+TE+SA

Intra variance: 0.0337
Inter variance: 0.1054

Intra variance: 0.0322
Inter variance: 0.1082

Intra variance: 0.0371
Inter variance: 0.1065

Figure 4. Visualizations of embeddings predicted by different
model structures. Three kinds of colored points represent different
procedures from the same task. The values above each sub-figure
are the averaged intra-procedure variance and the inter-procedure
variance, respectively.

gradually add TE and SA module to the ResNet-50. The
results in Table 3 show that both of the module improve the
AUC performance on three datasets. As for WDR, CAT
achieves the best performance on COIN-SV and Diving48-
SV but it is inferior to the vanilla on CSV.

We also visualize the 128-d embedding vectors extracted
by different models via PCA in Figure 4. Concretely,
we select the first three procedures in the first task of the
CSV dataset. Since they only differ in the order of steps
but hold the same step set, we can evaluate the effective-
ness of the sequence alignment module for handling the
order consistency. As shown, the embeddings extracted
by the entire CAT model in sub-figure (c) have the largest
inter-procedure variance and the smallest averaged intra-
procedure variance.

5.4. Performance on Different Splits

As a reminder, the step-level transformation contains
deletions, additions, and order exchange of steps. To ver-
ify the order-sensitivity of the sequence alignment module,
we further re-divide the testing set of CSV into two splits of
which one consists of video pairs containing step additions
and deletions, and the other consists of pairs containing or-
der exchange of steps, which refers to alter-number split
and alter-order split, respectively.

The results shown in Table 4 indicate that CAT with-
out SA module achieves inferior performance on both alter-
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Test Split CAT w/o SA CAT w/ SA
alter-number 73.01 75.82 (+2.81)
alter-order 80.24 86.32 (+6.08)

Table 4. Results on different test splits. (metric: AUC (%))
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Figure 5. Left: Euclidian Distance between procedures with dif-
ferent degrees of step-level divergence in the embedding space;
Right: Curve of WDR versus AUC on the testing split of CSV.

number split and alter-order split while introducing the SA
module brings more performance gain on alter-order split,
which strongly supports the motivation of our proposed SA
module that enables the model to be more order-sensitive.

5.5. WDR Curve

To carefully explore the character of our proposed evalu-
ation metric WDR, we conduct two experiments to study the
relationship between embedding distance and Levenshtein
distance, and the relationship between WDR and AUC. First
of all, the curve in Figure 5 Left describes a fact that the em-
bedding distance between two procedures increases when
the step-level difference denoted by Levenshtein distance
gets larger. It is not surprising because the step order is pre-
served to some extent by all the methods, and large modi-
fications in procedures will lead to distinct embedding dif-
ferences. Thus, negative pairs with large step-level trans-
formations will dominate the evaluation, which is unfair to
those with small ones. To remedy this issue, WDR is in-
troduced and it aims to evaluate embedding distance with
respect to unit step-level transformation. Additionally, the
curve in Figure 5 Right proves the positive correlation be-
tween WDR and AUC. The proposed WDR is then expected
to be a complementary measurement metric in this new task.

5.6. Scoring Demo

As a potential solution to action assessment, sequence
verification is able to act as a judge to score two procedures
with fine-grained divergence. Here we show a diving scor-
ing demo in Figure 6. The procedure in V0 is chosen as the
standard reference. We then calculate the cosine similarity
as the score between the standard and each candidate video.
One can easily tell that V1 achieves the highest score since
it performs the same procedure as V0, while the scores of
V2 and V3 decrease with the enlargement of their step-level

Reverse, 25som, 
15Twis, PIKE

! "!, "" = 0.8542

! "!, "# = 0.6232 ! "!, "$ = 0.2516

Reverse, 25som, 
NoTwis, PIKE Reverse, Dive, 

NoTwis, TUCK

"!: Reverse - 25som -15Twis - PIKE "": Reverse - 25som -15Twis - PIKE

"#: Reverse - 25som - NoTwis - PIKE "$: Reverse - Dive - NoTwis - TUCK

Figure 6. Videos with procedure annotation to be scored. S(·)
is the scoring function, which calculates the cosine similarity be-
tween two videos in the embedding space.

difference compared to the standard. More demos are avail-
able in the supplementary material.

5.7. Limitation and Impact

Though we have introduced two reorganized datasets
and collected one scripted dataset for this new task, it still
suffers from data insufficiency leading to an unsatisfactory
performance on Video Swin Transformer. Also, it may pre-
vent this promising task from being applied to the real ap-
plication considering the generalization ability in the wild.
The transformer encoder is introduced to aggregate tem-
poral information, but it brings a parameter explosion as
shown in Table 2. Except for these, we hope this promising
task could provide a novel insight for video understanding.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we advocate a novel and interesting task
sequence verification developed to verify two procedures
with step-level differences when performing the same task.
To that end, we reorganize two publicly available action-
related datasets with step-procedure-task structure and col-
lect an egocentric dataset asking volunteers to perform var-
ious scripted procedures. In addition to that, we develop
a new evaluation metric that has been well verified to be a
complement to the existing AUC metric. Finally, our pro-
posed transformer-based method has been wildly studied
and acts as a strong baseline for this new task.
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